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Terms of use
It is recommended participants to read this document carefully and conduct proper
risk assessment of participation in the project, according to your personal settings.

1.
This cryptocurrency EDcash, commonly known under the acronym "EDC" is not
offering securities or collective investment under Brazilian law, therefore, can not do
without registration with the Securities and Exchange Commission. See the CVM
ordinances that dispense and quote

2.
The EDcash will be offered in the pre-sale where the proceeds will revert to the
entry in the trade of large volume in the country.
3.

The EDcash will be issued according to the order of requests, to attain the Hardcap, or

until you finalize the pre-sale.

4. The user declares to be aware that when transferring funds to EDcash, this transfer
can not be canceled, nor is there the ability to make Refundos. After the pre-sale
period has been finalized

5. You represent science that EDcash does not act as tax agent and understand that the user
is responsible for observing the applicable tax laws in your country.

6.
This white paper consists of a project called EDcash prospectus, with the
prediction of goals, structure, strategic deployment map, legal elements surrounding
the segment type and the context in which it operates. Prospects held here do not give
any guarantee to the user that will be met all statements in this document, as they
depend on external and market factors.

7. Also lucky, projections, dates, amounts and other conditions contained in this White
Paper may, at any time and without notice or prior consultation, be amended so as to
preserve the nature, growth and realization of the project on the terms and conditions
that EDcash understand applicable, agreeing at the outset, participants with such
conditions set forth herein.

8. Any loss, damage or disadvantage that the user might have to identify or because of
participation in EDcash are assumed and absorbed exclusively by this.
9.
In general, users and participants of this type of project understand that by
joining a Pre-Sales, will enter into a high risk of return operation and can result in
losses on the amount allocated in the project.

10. The user is aware that is subject to the rules and laws of the country you live in.

11. By participating in the pre-sale here regulated, the user declares that understands
accept and agree to all the rules here determined, submitting without restrictions or
qualifications, according to its free conviction.

Concepts and definitions:
Hardcap - amount to carry out the project
pre-sale period - Deadline for sale of the token in a certain period before being
launched on the market White paper - explanatory document on the project
Altcoins - digital currencies

data center - Environment designed for storage servers
hash - A hash function is an algorithm used by the altcoins protocol to turn a lot of
information in a hexadecimal number sequence
Wallet - Location where it stores its digital currencies
Minimum quantity of plunder - It will be a% equivalent to what was mined that
you can cash out

CRIPTOMOEDAS
Cryptocurrency is a digital asset designed to function
as a means of trades that uses encryption to ensure more
security in transactions
financial,
ensuring the validity of the transactions, and
control the creation of new units currency through Blockchain technology. Unlike fiat
currencies, the cryptocurrency, can not be controlled by any central authority, moreover, can
not be
Fake or reversed
arbitrarily by the sender. This provides numerous safety advantages over traditional forms of
currency

Executive Summary
The EDcash is positioned in the market as a solution for developers who work with their
odd jobs and play a key role in creating projects for companies, our proposal is quite innovative
because it will resolve the means of payments to these professionals by receiving Crypto
currencies as EDcash. a currency trading platform where the programmer can choose to
exchange their currencies for currency or even withdraw their currencies will be created.

Main objective of EDcash is to value the services created by these professionals
and pays them according to work done.

The EDcash proposes the following solutions:

•

Creating a classified platform where developers will advertise their services
to the general public

•

Payment in EDcash currency to services for the currency has a wide
circulation in the trade in general

•

Higher yield to these professionals who both struggle in favor of companies

EDCASH
O which is EDcash?
It is a coin with the same utility of real or
dollar, the difference is that it is totally digital is not
issued or controlled by any bank or authority
government, and its value is determined freely
by supply and demand in the market,
This decentralized digital currency is designed for the community,
to be used as a form of payment in services
offered by the developers.
Payments made with Edcash (EDC) happen
directly between users anywhere in the world without
need for banks and instantly. decreasing
taxes to be paid, since there is no intermediary responsible
the rates in the middle desseprocesso.

O EDcash that brings to the market?

The EDcash aims to revolutionize the market Criptomoedas in Brazil enabling users easier
access, fast and safe access to tools and environments linked to the use of the currency in question.

The Edcash, plans to enter a market to provide for the needs of users for the use of crypto for
commercial transactions involving purchase and sale transactions of products offered by sales
channels such as classifieds, online stores etc.

We will achieve the class of developers, because we have the intention to value
these professionals both battle for many companies to succeed,

Conclusion:
We enable everyone the opportunity to enter the market criptomoedas, generating
multiple possibilities of investment in this innovative market.

Benefits gives EDcash?

• Security: Edcash is very secure, encrypted end to end. Requiring multiple
confirmations for a transaction to be made.

• Privacy: With Edcash you enjoy all privacy avoiding optionally that your transaction to
be traced

• Speed: With Edcash you perform instant transactions with transactions being validated
by online servers 24 hours in various parts of the world

• Sustainability: EDCASH is a safe and inexpensive cryptocurrency because does not
require high processing power to generate new currency thanks to proof-of-stake and
Masternodes technology .

Specifications Edcash (EDC)
Name: EDCASH
Acronym: EDC

Algorithm: X11
Block Time: 60 Seconds
Total Supply (PoW / POS / MN): 19,402,526 EDC

Max Supply (PoW Phase): 5000.000 EDC

Max Supply (Phase PoS): 14402.526 EDC

Distribution
Block Height

Masternodes

PoS

201-5000

85% (0.85 EDC)

15% (EDC 00:15)

5001-25000

85% (EDC 5:10)

15% (0.90 EDC)

25001-100000

85% (5.95 EDC)

15% (EDC 1:05)

100001-1050000

85% (EDC 5:10)

15% (0.90 EDC)

1050001-2100000

85% (EDC 3:40)

15% (0.60 EDC)

2100001-3150000

85% (EDC 2:13)

15% (EDC 0375)

Infinite-3150001

85% (EDC 1:06)

15% (EDC 0195)

RoadMap
QT4
2018

QT1

•

Release of Crypto currency

•

Wallets win64 and win32

•

Site Launch
Pre sale

•

•
•

Listing Exchange
guide the creation of start for programmers

2019

•

QT2

•
•

2019

QT3
2019

•

Product launches EDcash
Sites for sales of products EDcash
Platform Classifieds

Exchange Launch Edcash

Masternodes
The concept of Masternodes started gaining popularity thanks to cryptocurrency Dash.
It is quite interesting to see the Masternodes form an integral backbone network.
Operators receive monetary rewards for running nodes in the network, but they also
need to provide own financial contribution. It is because of this, we looked more carefully
about what Masternodes involve exactly and why this concept has become so popular.

ROI
The term ROI is an acronym for the English expression "Return over Investment" or
"Return on Investment". Through this indicator, it is possible to know how much money
the company is gaining (or losing) with each investment.
This includes everything that is done aiming at some future profit as marketing
campaigns, sales training, acquisition of management tools, new customer retention
strategies, etc.
Thus, it is clear not only what investments are worth, but how to optimize those who
are already working, so that they perform better.

ROI calculation

Conclusion

This white paper presented the development of a new cryptocurrency called
EDCASH (EDC). The focus of this cryptocurrency will serve as a means of payment in
the arranged services for a range of programmers is cryptocurrency it creates an easier
infrastructure for use in business, classifieds, as well as revenue generation.

We see EDCASH (EDC) as a unique and positive investment opportunity that
should be capitalized immediately to generate all the benefits available.

